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Four Principles Used Here!  

 

1) The Contact 

2) Leverage 

3) Feeder 

4) Explosive Residual Factor 

 

For the 6 weeks, you will make money. This is not waiting 6 weeks to make money, this is 

making more and more every week until at the end of the 6th week, you will have made $5000 

for that one week.  But attitude will be everything. We are not making any guarantees here, 

because human nature is unpredictable, and people can be very negative. We are appealing to 

positive people, or negative people who have had enough of negativity and desire to change.  

Another factor is if you are part-time in marketing due to school or job, then, do the best you 

can, but it may take longer.  

 

Starting Level:  American Payday Services, (APS) Owner/Admin is myself, Greg Nichols, 4 

combined products, $295 purchase, and $206 commissions at PayPal, or, 3 of the products for 

$139.95 and $90 commissions at PayPal. 1st higher price takes 6 weeks to $5000 weekly, 2nd 

lower one for $139.95 takes 10 weeks. You must purchase the level of product to be marketing 

at that level. If you are at the $139.95 level, you can upgrade in a few weeks to $295.  

 

The 6-week plan is based on buying at or upgrading to $295 and earning $206 per sale.  We 

show you how to aggressively market so you can get 3 good leads a day minimum. This should 

help you resell at least 1 APS every 1-2 days. You will not be marketing the APS or any firm, you 

will be marketing the 12th Power Realities $5000 a Week Concept, and giving out this blueprint, 

by email when people call, and everyone is on the same page, which is this page you are 

reading.  These are all logical steps.  The 3 contacts a day is #1 principle above, having a new 

person to add to your following list once they act and make a contact of. Your common ground 

with them is this $5000 a Week project. You will need to do enough promotion to get 15 

inquiries of people reading the PDF report.  We show you how!  This principle is based on 



people reading the report and acting on it, ordering a product that you sell.  Imagine you had a 

boss who told you your only job this week is to get 15 people to check out your offer, people 

who are very like-minded to you. That could be done by you showing it to 3 people a day over 5 

days, or 15 per week.  You can do that if you set your mind to it.   

Week 1:   Get 3 leads a day – 15 total for the week, from people and let them read this plan and 

your 2 links to APS. 15 people who inquire should be studying the plan and the product for 

$295 or $139.95 to create 4 sales in the 1st and 2nd week.  Each week you delay achieving this 

adds a week to the 6 weeks.  That is why you hit it hard with paid ads the first week. Receiving 5 

sales in 15 calls is not unreasonable to expect. (33%) 

 

Week 2.   15 leads (3 daily) from your ads, and sign up 3-5 people in APS for $206 commissions 

each. ($824) 

 

Week 3.   15 leads, and sign up 4 people again for $206 each, ($824) now you have $1648. Your 

$206 sales are the leverage in principle #2 above to take you to a higher purchase. 

 

A powerful work ethic is forming in you! 

 

Week 4.   15 leads, and join Monthly 1Up. (M1Up) for $1500 with leverage of earnings.  M1Up 

pays $900 annual commissions on $1500 sales. Not only does the $900 commission repeat each 

year, this is also a 1Up residual plan. Invite your previous 12 buyers of the 1st 3 weeks into 

M1Up at $1500 annual fee.  Pass up your first sale.  Earn 2 others for $1800.  Keep pace on APS 

and 15 leads a week, resulting in 3-5 sales every week.  APS becomes your less expensive 

principle #3 feeder above starting as low as $139.95, but ideally the $295 level should be 

encouraged for your prospects. By week 6, 30 people will follow you in upgrades and 1Ups. 

 

Week 5.  Rinse and repeat. 15 leads, locate 3 a day who buy from YOU. Sell 4-5 APS weekly at 

$206. ($1030 weekly) Invite them all into ABM for $1500.  16 people from the 1st 4 weeks are all 

following you in this step plan. 3 join in M1Up and earn you 3x $900 = $2700.  Also, a 1Up kicks 

in at $900 in your favor. 4 x $900 = $3600 plus $1030 = $4630 for this week.  The 1Up kicking in 

now becomes your explosive residual factor in #4 principle above.  

 

Week 6.  15 leads, sell 5 people at $206 commissions.  2 people follow you into M1Up at $900, 

plus 3 1Ups kick in at $900 each to you. 5 x $900 = $4500 plus $1030 = $5530 for the week, 

week number 6.  

 

Now, in each following week, the 1Ups to you increase while the up-front work on your part 

can decrease, and you making all those up front $206 sales can go down to 2 a week, while 

1Ups on the back end of $900 to you can increase by 1-2 more weekly.  Imagine by week 15 

that your 30 followers are all following this plan to get to $5000 and they are creating 

enormously explosive 1Up business for you to infinity on each referred leg, resulting in 

hundreds of $900 payments.  

 



You busted your behind for 6 weeks, like a person in boot camp in the Marines. Look what you 

now have, a growing 1Up, real product income for no less than $5000 weekly.   

 

We at APS have in your products the “how to” road map you will need to get the 15 leads 

weekly and the 33% or 5 people who will respond. You will need to spend at least 15-20% of 

your income on traffic, but remember, this can taper off once you get a frontline causing 1Ups 

for you.  The people under you have this blueprint which will make them a great 1Up bringer to 

you.  2 firms were used in this process, our feeder American Payday Services (International) 

and M1Up. (USA only) Outside the USA prospects may need a substitute firm we can 

recommend.  Once you join us, we send you our marketing blueprint which is your guide to get 

15 hot leads of Internet marketers a week from ads. We follow what I call “The Water Wheel 

System.” 

 

We have given you this road map. You don’t have to do this one, but many will, and earn huge 

money. Because this is leveraged in nature, no one is risking much money and everyone is 

getting real and tangible products that you can be proud of. All invested money will be earned 

back quickly, and no one loses. Everyone is using earned money to grow this and expand it.  

 

Now that you have read this blueprint, you are in week #1, so see the 2-feeder links for APS 

from your referrer and buy the biggest APS product one if you can.  Once in there, set up your 

JV Zoo links, there is a video that shows you how.  We then will have a PDF inside there called 

“The Water Wheel” to show you how to market this 12th Power Reality project.  Prepare to do 

some paid marketing, and plan for that.  We will show you how to take an advertising budget 

from your PayPal earnings to succeed. There may not be another “alignment of the planets” so 

to speak, like this in your marketing career where two firms and a hot strategy are being used in 

tandem like a symphony. Take advantage of it.  Be bold. The timid never get ahead. “When the 

pupil is ready, the teacher will appear.” 

God bless, 

Greg Nichols  
If need be, return to Greg’s 12th Power Blog Offer and Video  

(We have a generic blog made by Greg that you may use for referring!) 

(We also have ads written for you to use!) 

http://12thpower.blogspot.com/2016/11/how-to-earn-5000-week-within-6-weeks.html 

What Are the Feeder Products? 

American Payday Services, APS, an International project where people are paid at PayPal, has 4 products, and the larger two of 

them are being used for this 12th Power Strategy.  The $139.95 product shows people how to locate, secure and flip real estate 

even with no credit or cash.  It can be a quick cash generator.  The one-time $139.95 obtains a lifetime of knowledge and 

experience, and, admin keeps adding to the product and expanding it.  

The $295 one-time cost and product includes for free the $139.95 real estate product above, and this product for only $295 

mentors in a profession of being a professional funder.  Greg Nichols, the owner does this for a living, and is the owner of MFN 

Network, where he funds inventions, businesses, movies and television and hi tech projects with venture capital or angel 

investor funding.  Greg Also funds structured settlements, and the purchasers of the one-time $295 cost not only can resell it 

for 70% commissions, paid at PayPal, they can also refer about 20 different kinds of product/service scenarios to Greg for 



funding from customers and get 50% of the funding commissions.  This could possibly be a few hundred thousand dollars at 

times.  This is a long term vocational or professional training and association.  

Lastly, there is a $59 and a $25 product too, and those are included in both the above purchases as a bonus.  The $59 product is 

about obtaining silver and gold and other precious metals, and how to buy it from firms, and how to very cheaply find precious 

metals in the public and pay very cheaply for them, collecting scrap metals and having them melted into bars. The $25 product 

is simply an overview of the other 3 products.  Every lower product comes in the higher ones.  These products can be sold 

separately or together.  We are recommending only the $139.95 and the $295 to get to the $5000 a week.  The math works 

best at the $295. All products have a 5-day money back guarantee.  In a nutshell, for $295, you can buy 4 products, learn 3 

ways to earn money vocationally in your life both online and online, and resell the products for $206 and $90 commissions 

while working your way to $5000 a week in 6 weeks.   

The larger 1Up project is a several year-old firm where one can join by paying annually for $1500.  There is a monthly way to 

join, but that will not create the dynamic for $5000 weekly within 6 weeks.  You are paid $900 per annual sale after passing 1 

up to your referrer.  Your first two commissions of $900 puts you in profit.  The products for $1500 are a year’s worth of 

postcards and labels of home based business marketers, or, targeted leads for networking.  Our 12th Power project will also 

have its own postcards to send to these leads also, offering them this strategy.  


